
A Big Achievement, an Even Bigger Promise
Although still far from being truly free, doing business with
and within the Pacific Alliance has been freed considerably.
Both economically and politically, Switzerland can benefit
from this joint integration initiative by Chile, Colombia,
Mexico and Peru. These were the main conclusions of the
insightful business seminar “Pacific Alliance - Outlook and
Opportunities for Swiss Companies”, organised by the Latin
American Chamber of Commerce in Switzerland and
Switzerland Global Enterprise in Zurich on November 15.

Ambassadors to	Switzerland from three of	the four Pacific Alliance	member states,	at	Latcam’s
latest event:	L.E.	Chávez B.	(Peru),	J.	Jaramillo	(Colombia),	and	F.	Gormáz (Chile)	(from	left	to	right).



In a world in which free trade is under siege, the Pacific Alliance (PA) is a shining
symbol of both political and economic openness. Since its inception in 2011,
the four members – Chile, Colombia, Mexico and Peru – have removed
numerous obstacles. By now, 92% of the trading in goods is tariff free, the goal
being to reach 100% within three to six years. Other achievements include
simplified customs processes, cooperation between sanitary and health
authorities, or the Latin American Integrated Market, a platform for trading the
shares of the stock exchanges in Bogotá, Lima, Mexico City, and Santiago de
Chile. The long-term vision is for the PA, with a total of about 230 million
inhabitants and a GDP of almost 1,9 trillion USD, to realize the “four freedoms”
that characterize the European Single Market: the uninhibited movement of
goods, capital, services, and people.
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Ulrich	Hinterberger,	consultant for Latin America at	Switzerland Global	Enterprise	(left),	and	Nora	
Bartos,	Senior	Manager	for VAT,	Customs &	Excise at	PwC Switzerland.



From a distance, the PA is an
unclouded success story. From
the perspective of a Swiss
company, however, reality is
more complicated. This is just
why Latcam, in partnership
with Switzerland Global
Enterprise (S-GE), organized its
third business seminar on the
PA on November 15. More
than 40 representatives of
business, governments, and
other sectors participated in
the event at the S-GE
headquarters in Zurich.
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Nora Bartos (PwC Switzerland), Ulrich
Hinterberger (S-GE), and Jozsef Hecht Méndez
(Amberg Technologies AG) took on the task to
speak about the remaining obstacles, and
about how to cope with them. Especially if a
Swiss company’s transaction involves services
and several countries of the PA, that is import
and export, even large companies struggle to
cope with regulation. Under these conditions,
evaluating costs becomes hazardous.

Jozsef Hecht Méndez	of	Amberg Technologies	AG.

Also a prognosis of PA’s political future implies some risk. Michael Bolliger, of
UBS, mentioned in his presentation that 2018 is going to be a crucial electoral
year in Latin America. Especially Mexico, where a free-trade sceptic is currently a
presidential candidate with good chances to win, is a cause for worry. Just like
the two speakers representing the Swiss government, Philippe G. Nell (SECO) and
Giacomo Solari (Foreign Affairs), he emphasized the political importance of the
PA as champion of free trade – for a small, export-oriented country like
Switzerland and the global economy as a whole.

Fabio	Speciale,	consultant for
South	America at	S-GE.



The	audience is
listening...	to
Minister	Philippe	G.	
Nell	of the SECO	
(above right),	and
Michael	Bolliger of
UBS	(left),	for
instance.
More	than 40	people
participated at	the
third Latcam event
on	doing business in	
the Pacific	Alliance	
at	the headquarters
of S-GE	in	Zurich.
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Latcam president Richard	Friedl talking with amb.	
Luis	Enrique	Chávez	Berasgoitia (left)	and	Giacomo	
Solari	of	the Federal	Department of	Foreign Affairs.

Simon Wüthrich of	the SECO	(left)	and	
Bruno	Früh of	Zürcher Kantonalbank during
a	networking break.
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The speakers and their hosts (from left to right): J. Fischer (Latcam), U. Hinterberger
(S-GE), G. Solari (Federal Department of Foreign Affairs), Ph. G. Nell (SECO), J. Hecht
Méndez (Amberg Technologies AG), N. Bartos (PwC), and R. Friedl (Latcam).

During a networking break (counterclockwise, from top left): Linda Walker and Luis
Enrique Chávez Berasgoitia; Andres Lakatos, Adriana Lezcano, and Jozsef Hecht Méndez
(f.l.t.r.); Thomas Künzli; Peter Qvist-Sørensen (background), Luz Caballero (foreground).


